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Topic :- We live in the earth, not on the earth.

Abstract : Human being is to be far away from the truth knowledge due to ignorance. This ignorance to
remove is needed by the development of the new knowledge the theory having try the same way through
the actual fact

Introduction :
Many years ago, we were saying that the earth is plane, the earth is spherical, the earth is in
rotatory respectively. At present we are saying we live on the earth due to ignorance.
Remember that, what happened regarding Galileo about speaking the earth is in rotatory the
theory indicates the new basic idea we live in the earth as below.

Demonstration :
Let us see something actual Proofs as below:
The semen (seed) of each living entity to come in being in the body (we are feeling and experience) after,
it becomes in to the womb. After, it becomes in to the earth. After, it becomes in to the state of eternal.
What may not be something actual Proofs?
Indeed, we are looking, feeling, having experience this fact. To take something in to consideration by
knowledge.
Second example…
Suppose, a wonder bus going by the 30Km/1Sec with many passengers. This bus automatically
becomes extended space occupied until equal to the earth.
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In this situation, passengers may having reckon we are seating on the bus due to unknown about we are
seating in the bus.
Similarly, we are saying that we are living on the earth due to ignorance. Really we are living in to the
earth

Conclusion :
Indeed, the earth is in galaxy, galaxy is in other galaxy, all galaxies together in to the universe
and the universe is in the state of eternal this is a fact, not imagine.
To be source, to be growth, to be demise all these activities contineu occur in this universe by the
help, with the help, in the help with E = mc2 and E = mc-2 are the based on the over time (eternal time).
We come to conclusion that this universe is corollary, not relative.

Note, whenever space motion connected to the time while they becomes absoluteness
and whenever remove from the time while they becomes absoluteless.
Relativity cannot come into being without absolutes.
(The concept of relativity and physical science are contained into the corollary
science.)

